YF MISS GINGER

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Bay Filly - Foaled May 16, 2022 - Registration #0XJ03
Microchip #985141001405345

Consigned by: Flacco Family Farms LLC, Alexis, IL, Agent for Chester Yoder

Self Possessed 3, 1:51.3
Canard Hall 3, 1:54.0
Self Possessed 3, 1:51.3
Canard Hall 3, 1:57.0a
Nothing But Moni 3, 1:55.4
Moni Maker 1:52.1
Angus Hall 3, 1:54.3
Majestic Son 3, 1:52.2a
Celtic Contessa 4, Q2:02.4s
Kaparah 1, 1:58.3s
Balanced Image 3, 1:58.4
Malhana Kaari 3, 1:59.2

By CANT AVOID IT 3, 1:52.4 ($96,857), Sire of 2 in 2:00 including FOX VALLEY SHANIA 2, 1:55.1-*.22 ($40,240);
JUDGE ME NOT 2, 2:03.1h-*.22, BT 1:57.1-*.22 ($32,088); FOX VALLEY ADIRA 3, Q2:04.0-*.23, BT 1:58.2-22
($26,305); FOX VALLEY CANDOR 2, 1:57.3-*.22 ($25,109) etc.

1st dam

MAJESTIC SON 3, Qt1:56.4s, 1:54.0f ($87,288) 14 wins, by MAJESTIC GINGER 3, 1:52.2s, BT 1:52.0. Second foal.
Linda B Lucky (f, Louis Legacy). Now 3.

2nd dam

KAPARAH 2, Q2:04.2s, 3, 2:00.4s, 4, 1:58.3s, BT 1:57.4s ($60,994) 10 wins, by BALANCED IMAGE 3, 1:58.4. At 4, winner of Series Trot Le Paddock elim at Hippodrome Montreal; third in Serie Trot Le Paddock elim at Hippodrome Montreal. From 7 foals, dam of 4 winners (2 in 1:54, 3 in 1:58) including:
P L KETCHUP (g, Kadabra) 3, 1:56.4s, 1:53.3f, BT 1:52.3f ($196,690) 11 wins.
SIR KAPACINO (g, Fortuna Winner) 2, 2:01.0s, 1:59.0f, BT 1:57.2s ($157,815) 14 wins. At 2, winner of Circuit QC - Series Distinction div at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Distinction div at Hippodrome Montreal; second in Merite S. div (twice) at Hippodrome Montreal, Serie QC Plus - Series Distinction div at Hippodrome Montreal. At 3, winner of Circuit QC-Series Distinction div at Hippodrome Gatineau; second in Circuit QC - Series Distinction div at Hippodrome Montreal.
P L INCOMING (g, Kadabra) 3, 1:58.1s, 4, 1:56.2f, BT 1:54.0f ($93,549) 13 wins. As aged, winner of Claim To Fame Series leg at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing, Signature Series div at Urbana; second in The Death Star leg at Hoosier Park.

3rd dam

MALHANA KAARI 2, 2:00.3f, 3, 1:59.2 ($37,529) 4 wins, by SPEEDY SOMOLLI 3, 1:55.0. At 2, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Hanover S. div at Rosecroft. At 3, winner of NJ Fair S. div at Garden State Park, NJSS div at Garden State Park; second in Charles Smith Memorial elim at Freehold. From 10 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including:
NAUGHTY NUNU (f, Conway Hall) 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:55.2, BT 1:54.3 ($111,539) 4 wins. At 2, winner of NYSS div at Saratoga Harness; second in Review S. div at Springfield. At 3, winner of Late Closer leg at The Red Mile, NYSS div at Monticello; second in Late Closer leg at The Red Mile, NY Fair S. div at Tioga Downs, NYSS div at Saratoga Harness.
KAPARAH (m, Balanced Image) 2, Q2:04.2s, 3, 2:00.4s, 4, 1:58.3s, BT 1:57.4s ($60,994) 10 wins. As Above.

4th dam

KABIR (h, Andover Hall) 2, 1:59.4, 3, Q1:58.0, BT 1:54.3 ($42,801) 2 wins. At 2, second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, Review S. div at Springfield.
MRS AUGUST (m, Mr Vic) 2, 2:03.4h, BT 1:56.2 ($46,010) 1 win. At 2, second in Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows. At 3, second in Spring Ch (twice) at The Red Mile; third in KYSS at The Red Mile, Zweig Memorial elim at The Syracuse Mile. Dam of DELPHIC 2, 1:58.0s, 3, 1:57.1f, BT 1:56.0s ($346,482); AUGUST REVENUE 2, Q2:03.3, 3, 1:57.0f, 4, 1:54.0f ($55,954); HIGHWAY HOME 3, 1:59.4h, BT 1:58.4h ($25,039); AUGUST SPRINGS 3, 1:57.4s, BT 1:57.3s ($22,106) etc. grandam of PINK PISTOL 3, 1:54.3, 4, 1:54.1s, BT 1:53.2f ($231,587); LOVE U FOREVER 3, 1:59.2f, 4, 1:58.3h, BT 1:57.2s ($115,656) etc.

Peter Crossmon (g, Cash Hall) 2, Q2:10.2h, BT 1:59.1s ($7,348). At 3, third in NYSS div at Saratoga Harness.
Kree (g, Nearly Perfect) QT 2:02.0f ($2,671). At 3, third in PA Fair S. div (twice).
Kasha (m, Conway Hall) 3, Q2:06.0h, BT 2:03.0h ($2,788). Dam of BOURBON EXPRESS 2, 1:57.3h, 3, 1:54.0f, 4, 1:52.2, BT 1:52.1 ($395,813); MARI 2, 2:00.0h, 3, Q1:58.3f-*.23, BT 1:56.4s-*.22 ($42,398); HOT Toddy Express, Now 2 etc.
Kyra (m, Nearly Perfect). Dam of BRILLIANT BEN 2, 2:05.0, 4, 1:58.3h ($47,873) etc.

CLARET LOBELL 2, 2:04.1h, 3, T1:59.4 ($42,848) 1 win, by NOBLE VICTORY 4, 1:55.3. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:56, 2 in 1:58) including:
CABRERA LOBELL (m, Speedy Crown) 2, Q2:03.2, 3, Q1:58.3 ($154,931) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Landmark S. div at Historic Track. At 3, winner of Bluegrass S. elim at The Red Mile, Landmark S. div at Historic Track; second in Bluegrass S. final at The Red Mile, Colonial Lady S. div at Rosecroft, Zweig Memorial at The Syracuse Mile. Dam of SUPER CROWN A 3, 2:00.2f, BT Q1:57.2 ($115,136) etc. grandam of SELF RIGHTIEOUS 3, Q1:58.4, 1:53.2s ($300,004) etc.

Stake Engagements

Downstate Classic  IL Concealed  IL Foaled